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General Materials and Supplies:
Tape (masking and clear), scissors, rulers (meter sticks), one-inch square tiles, large white paper, markers, paper clips, liter
containers, assortment of other containers for capacity; 8 x 10 paper, inch grid paper, graduated cylinder; scale and metric weights
(if available); Base Ten Blocks, index cards, small sticky notes, small plastic bags, plastic bags from grocery store, sand, pattern
blocks, rice, cereal, set of metric measuring cups and spoons, metric rulers and tapes
Handouts for measurement Menus
Books, The A Cloak for for the Dreamer by Aileen Friedman; If You Hopped Like a Frog and Millions to Measure by David M.
Schwartz
Slide

Tasks/Activity

(slide 1) Title: Module 6
Welcome back!

(slide 2) Measurement - Big Ideas
Give participants time to read points on the slide.
Ask participants to give examples of measurement attributes. Some examples are length, weight,
area and temperature of physical things.
Ask: What are common errors students make when measuring?
Some possible answers include using an incorrect unit, not knowing how to use a measuring tool,
overlapping units, counting units incorrectly, not understanding iteration, not knowing
appropriate unit to use ,etc.
With numerous experiences, students realize that the chosen unit affects the precision of
measurement. Students need to understand that all measurements contain some error and that
small units do not guarantee precision in measurement.
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(slide 3) What is Measurement?
The first point on the slide defines measurement while the second point begins a discussion of
the importance of measurement, which continues on the next slide. Measures are the descriptive
terms for the quantitative properties or attributes of objects.
Traditionally measurement instruction has focused more on how to measure not on what it
means to measure. Measures are the most common application in the study of numbers and
operations.
Ask participants for examples of measurable attributes. (Answers will vary.)
Measurable attributes are quantifiable (countable) characteristics of an object. Students need
opportunities to work through the idea that a single object has more than one attribute which can
be measured.
Young children begin exploring measurable attributes by looking at, touching, and comparing
physical objects directly. If they pick up two boxes, they can begin to determine which is heavier
than the other. As students begin to develop understanding of measurement concepts, students
should also develop vocabulary for describing the results of their explorations.
(slide 4) Unit - Relates to Attribute
Measurement involves the same basic process in all three dimensions of space. Select an
appropriate unit for the attribute that is to be measured, compare the unit to the object, and then
report the number of units that fit in the structured space.

(slide 5) Measurement Concepts
Say to participants, “The concepts of measuring contribute to students' ability to make
meaningful and accurate measurements. Interactions and discussions support children’s
development of these measurement concepts.”
Group the participants into 5 groups and assign each group one of the measurement concept
listed below.
• Unit Iteration
• Conservation
• Transitivity
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• Partitioning
• Compensatory Principle
Tell participants that a description for each concept is about to be reviewed on the slides. In this
activity:
A. Each group will model two examples of their assigned concept for the whole group.
B. Whole group will determine the concept
C. Group members briefly discuss the meaning of the presented concepts
Workshop facilitator will show the matching slide(s) during the discussion to provide visual
support and should add additional comments as needed. The concepts are summarized in the
space below as well as in the first handout for this module. Note that many of the ideas here in
the leader’s notes are included in the handout.
Unit Iteration: the same unit can be repeated to determine a measure (When measuring a desk,
one can use a ruler over and over, by picking it up and carefully laying it down again.) Iteration
or the repetition of units requires that the units line up, cover or fill in an organized way without
gaps or overlaps.
Conservation: Objects maintain their same size or shape when measured (a string wadded up is
the same length it was when stretched out. Eight ounces of water remains 8 ounces whether
poured into a tall thin beaker or a short “round” beaker) Conservation of length is the
understanding that as an object is moved, its length does not change.
Transitivity: two objects can be compared in terms of a measureable quantity using a third object
(using a string to see if one table is longer than another). Transitivity is essential when objects
can not be directly compared to one another.
Partitioning: is the mental activity of visualizing the space that is to be measured, or ways to
break it up into parts and to see how the parts are related to one another. The idea of partitioning
a unit into smaller pieces involves mentally seeing the length of an object as other measurements
that can be partitioned or “cut-up” before physically measuring. Larger units can be subdivided
into smaller equivalent units (yard can be divided into feet or inches and feet can be subdivided
into inches.) miles or yards can be subdivided into feet, pounds can be subdivided into ounces,
hours into minutes, gallons into quarts, etc.
When students encounter measurements that fall between whole units, they partition the unit to
create equal-sized sub-units to obtain a more precise measurement. Students measure to levels
of precision that include fractions of units (¼, ½, and ¾). When given an object or quantity to
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measure, we want students to select and appropriately coordinate among customary units to
provide precise measurements, such as 11 feet 3 and ¾ inches, or 2 gallons plus 1 pint of paint.
Compensatory Principle: There is a relationship between size of the unit and the number of units
needed. The goal for students is to relate unit size to the number of units used to measure length,
area, and volume. (The larger the unit, the fewer the number of units needed; the smaller the unit
the greater the number of units needed) Ex.) When making conversions such as feet to yards;
there is an inverse relationship between the size of units and the number of units required to
measure. As a unit increases in size (going from a baby’s handprint to an adult handprint), fewer
units are needed to measure the same object.
(slide 6) Understanding Units
The accumulation of distance means that the result of iterating a unit signifies the distance from
the beginning of the first iteration to the end of the last iteration. Measuring is related to number
in that measuring is simply a case of counting.
Measuring is conceptually more advanced since students must reorganize their own
understanding of the very objects they’re counting. Nonstandard units such as small and large
paper clips makes explicit that the size of the measuring unit determines how many of those units
are needed. Different kinds of units are needed to measure different attributes.
Again stress that measurement is never exact. There is always a margin of error.
Precision is critical for engineers. Ask for examples of occupations or tasks where precision in
measurement is important. (Too many to list)
(slide 7) Unit Iteration
Unit iteration is the ability to think of the length of a small block as part of the length of the
object being measured and to place the smaller block repeatedly along the length of the larger
object (Kamii and Clark 1997).
Students need lots of opportunities to measure things in the classroom that require more tools
than students have available such as the length of the room. Measuring with nonstandard units
such as paper clips, pencils or index cards, give students an opportunity to iterate measurement
tools. Use cups or any small measure to measure gallons or other large containers.
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(slide 8) Measurement Conservation
Use this slide to provide more information about conservation as needed. The pencils illustrate
conservation of length. The length of the pencils does not change as they are rearranged.
Another example of conservation of length would be the recognition that a piece of string that is
stretched out maintains the same length when it is gathered up in a ball.
Conservation of area is modeled with the blue rectangle, which can be cut on the diagonal and
rearranged into the triangle. (Some examples of conservation that may be used in the classroom:
Give students a ball of play dough or clay. Cut it in half and use a balance to make sure the mass
is the same. Then roll one out into a snake and the other into a ball. Put the ball of clay back
together. Take a piece of notebook paper and fold it into small pieces and then open it up; Make
a ball from the paper and then open the paper up.)
(slide 9) Transitivity
Transitivity is the understanding that if the length of object 1 is equal to the length of object 2
and object 2 is the same length as object 3, then object 1 is the same length as object 3. The
lengths compared can be longer or shorter.
An example of transitivity is comparing a desk in one room with a bookcase in another room to
see if exchanging them would work for the particular available space.
By marking a string the width of the desk and then taking the string to compare it with the
bookcase, you can determine if the bookcase is the same, shorter or longer than the desk. In the
equations shown, the string becomes the “B” as it is compared to “A” the desk and “C” the
bookcase. Understanding the conservation of the string’s length precedes the concept of
transitivity. It is important to recognize that the string’s length remains constant even when the
string is balled up and moved from one place to another.
(slide 10) Partitioning
Ask participants to read points on slide.
Partitioning is the mental activity of visualizing the space that is to be measured; thinking of how
to break it up into parts and to see how the parts are related to one another. The idea of
partitioning a unit into smaller pieces involves mentally seeing the length of an object as
something that can be partitioned or “cut-up” before physically measuring. Larger units can be
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subdivided into smaller equivalent units (meters into centimeters; etc.) When students encounter
measurements that fall between whole units, they partition the unit to create equal-sized subunits
to obtain a more precise measurement. (An example of partitioning would be to choose a wall in
the room, mentally divide it in half, measure that half, and then double it.)
(slide 11) Compensatory Principle
There is a relationship between size of the unit and the number of units needed. The goal for
students is to relate unit size to the number of units used to measure length, area, and volume.
(The larger the unit, the fewer the number of units needed; the smaller the unit the greater the
number of units needed.)
Ex. When making conversions such as feet to yards; there is an inverse relationship between the
size of units and the number of units required to measure. As a unit increases in size (going from
a baby’s handprint to an adult handprint), fewer units are needed to measure the same object.
(slide 12) Measurement Concepts
Ask small groups to take turns sharing their examples with the whole group, as the others try to
determine which concept is being highlighted. As the concept is identified, move back to the
appropriate slide as needed.

(slide 13) Process of Measurement
Ask participants to read the points on the slide.
Ask, “What does this imply about classroom instruction?”
Measurement is a highly physical activity. When instruction focuses on procedures, students do
not develop concepts.
Direct comparison sets the foundation for measurement work. It is number-free and so focuses
attention on the attributes being measured (Clements & Battista, 1986). Students must have
opportunities to determine the unit they want to measure such as the length of a room, the
capacity of a bucket, the weight of a container of sugar, etc. Measurement experiences in the
classroom typically build from direct to indirect comparisons. In all dimensions of space,
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indirect comparison requires the use of some intermediate material which may be nonstandard or
standard. When children make an indirect comparison using multiple copies of a nonstandard or
standard unit such as buttons, string, inch tiles; measurement can be quantified by counting the
units.
Teachers might keep a log for a week to determine how students use measurement.
(height; compare height with someone else; compare hand size; distance on bicycle; time on
clock; spending money, weighing, taking temperature, etc.)
In school, teachers might discuss time for dismissal, music etc. How long before lunch?
Measure snack food and drinks or check labels to record how items are measured. Sorting
snacks that weigh equal to, less than, more than half a kilogram. Distance to playground; art
class, etc. in meters. Keep class weather graph for temperature in both Farenheit and Celsius.
What connections can be made to third grade science topics? Social studies topics? Art class?
(slide 14) Moving Into Metrics
Ask participants to follow directions on the slide. Discuss your strategies with a partner. Ask
participants to share someone else’s strategy.
In the revised Essential Standards, metric measurement will be the focus for third grade. Have
participants look to the Essential Standards for 3rd grade, focusing on measurement. Allow a few
minutes for tables groups to discuss the Standards.
Note: The Metric System was developed by the French Academy of sciences in 1791. Thomas
Jefferson tired to convince the United States Congress to adopt the Metric System. Today, the
United States is the only major nation that has not adopted the metric system. The United States,
Liberia and South Yemen, are the only countries using the English or customary measurement
system.
(slide 15) What Are Benchmarks?
Ask participants, “Why are benchmarks important to the process of measurement?
Personal benchmarks are essential tools for estimation and are developed and used throughout
life. Benchmarks enhance the meaningfulness of standard units of measure (Bright 1976; Tierney
1998). Benchmarks typically consist of nonstandard units and usually develop into mentally
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represented objects. When the standard tools for measuring with customary units are not
available, students estimate measurements. Thus, they develop and use personal benchmarks for
the standard units. Finding benchmarks support students’ familiarity with units, prevents errors
in measurement, and allows meaningful use of measurement.
Students may discover that a ceiling tile is approximately 1 foot wide, and use this to estimate
the length of the room. If the distance between the first and second knuckle on a student’s thumb
is about one inch, this will help them estimate the width of a table in inches
(slide 16) Benchmarks - Personal Referents
Say, “Benchmarks are sometimes referred to as referent points because they provide individuals
with a standard to refer to when thinking about measurement. It is important to have referents for
measures, as referents provide us with benchmarks against which to test the reasonableness of
our measures.”
A centimeter is nearly the diameter of a dime, a little less than half an inch. A millimeter is about
the thickness of a dime.
Ask, “Why do students and adults need to have personal measurement benchmarks?”
Measurement sense is often referred to having a “feel” for units of measurement and possessing
a set of meaningful referent points or benchmarks for units. When we look at a book shelf, we
want to have an idea of its length in feet or when we look at a pencil we want to have an idea of
its length in inches. When we look at a school bus, we want to have an idea of its length in yards
and feet. We want students to have other referents for benchmarks as they are growing and
current benchmarks may not work later.
(slide 17) Finding Benchmarks
Take out the handout “Finding Measurement Benchmarks.” Ask participants to use the recording
sheet to find two or more benchmarks for each measure of length: millimeter, centimeter,
decimeter, and meter. If students have difficulty finding objects, suggest that they use their foot,
stride, hand span, width of their finger, arm span—finger to finger and finger to nose, height—to
waist, to shoulder, and to head, distance around their wrist, around their waist (refer participants
to handout 9).
Share examples.
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(A centimeter is nearly the diameter of a dime, a little less than half an inch. A millimeter is
about the thickness of a dime.)
Ask, “Why do students need to have personal measurement benchmarks?” (Answers will varyuseful skill in many situations in life – carpet, distance, parking a car, cooking, etc. Using
benchmarks help us understand and remember the size of a measurement.)
(slide 18) Metric System
The Metric System uses the meter, liter, gram, and the Celsius (°C) scale.
Vitamins, medicine, the length of an ant, toothpaste labels are examples of the use of the Metric
System.
Direct participants to the handout “Thinking about Metric Measures” and have everyone read the
first two sections. Then ask each person at the tables to read a different remaining section of the
handout (there are 4) in order to share the ideas with their table group. Estimate about 10 minutes
for reading and discussion.
While participants are reading move around the room and assign 12 people one of the twelve
topics from the “Measurement Menu” handout, which will be discussed starting after slide 22.
Tell these twelve that they will lead the discussion of their assigned activity when their slide
appears in the program.
(slide 19) Metric Museum
Note to participants that the second handout in this module addresses this idea of a “Metric
Museum”.
Designate a place in the classroom for a metric museum. Ask students to look at drink labels,
snack wrappers, toothpaste, soap, etc. for examples of metric measurement.
Students could bring in benchmark items that can be used in measurement centers (metric
measuring cups, liter bottles, packaged items that weigh a kilogram, half a kilogram, etc.).
Students might create posters for measurement units.
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(slide 20) Exploring Units of Length
Ask participants to use numeration blocks and meter tapes to find relationships using handout 4
“Exploring Units of Length”. Discuss findings.
Ask, “After experiencing this activity, what would you want third grade students to notice?”
(In the classroom, as students share some of the relationships among the base ten blocks, if other
students agree, record statements for the class to see. One statement might be, “There are 10
centimeters in 1 decimeter. (If students have learned fractions, you might ask,” What part of a
decimeter is 1 centimeter? (1/10). Students can sketch representations of the relationship.)
What principle of measurement does this activity illustrate? Compensatory principle Students
learn that if they measure an object using a larger unit, and measure the same object using a
smaller unit, there is an inverse relationship between size of unit and number of units required to
match the measure of an object (compensatory principle).
Play the game “Get to Two Meters” (handout).
Ask, “Can you think of other words that may help students remember the prefixes?”
Cent (century – 100 years in a century) (cents - 100 cents in a dollar)
Deci (decade – 10 years in a decade) (dime - 10 dimes in a dollar)
Leader Notes:
Using these models, participants should determine:
10 cm units equal 1 ten rod.
10 ten rods have the same measure as 1 meter;
100 centimeters have the same measure as 1 meter.
Introduce the term decimeter (dm) for the ten rod, if not discussed.
10 decimeters (dm) have the same measure as 1 meter.
(slide 21) Are Your Benchmarks Accurate?
Ask participants to find the handout for using measurement to measure both large and small
objects. Discuss questions on the slide with a partner or in table groups.
Information for Leaders: Decomposing (partitioning) and recomposing is critical to the
measurement process. The distance from the starting point to the ending point can be compared
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using number or without numbers. Students who recognize part-whole relationships can see the
whole as well as its component parts. To measure a crooked line, you might break the line into a
series of straight segments and then sum the parts to arrive at the total length of the line.
Perimeter of shapes is an application of this.
(slide 22) Measurement Menus
Tell participants to find the following in their handouts: copies of PowerPoint slides on the
“Measurement Menus” handout. When the persons’ (you chose earlier) assigned activity appears
in the slides, ask them to read the slide and summarize any other information offered in the
leader’s notes. Also after the activity has been introduced, have these discussion leaders ask the
participants if they have utilized this or some similar activity related to the same content. Note
that there are additional handouts/student sheets to accompany the slides.
For Students: Students need many measurement experiences throughout the school year.
If classroom teachers decide to have a Math Workshop twice a month, a measurement activity
should always be included. A goal is for students to have one measurement benchmark or some
way to visualize each unit of measure in the SCOS for grade 3. Tell participants, there are
recording sheets for most activities in the handouts. As children work through the measurement
menus, they use the activities to develop personal benchmarks for the various units of
measurement.
(slide 23) Temperature Data
This is the first of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
(slide 24) Personal Benchmarks
This is the second of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.” Again, after the participant
reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the group’s experiences with this
or similar activities.
Students would follow these directions, record their benchmarks on notebook paper, and then
compare their measures with those of other students.
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(slide 25) Measuring Capacity
This is the third of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
(slide 26) What’s in a Liter?
This is the fourth of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.” Again, after the participant
reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the group’s experiences with this
or similar activities.
Be certain to ask about the mathematics in each activity if the person presenting does not bring
this out.
(slide 27) How Many Weigh a Kilogram?
This is the fifth of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
(slide 28) What Weighs a Gram?
This is the sixth of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
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(slide 29) Ten-Gram Bags
This is the seventh of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
(slide 30) Kilogram Bags
This is the eighth of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
(slide 31) How Much Do You Carry Home?
This is the ninth of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
Once more, this is a reminder to use the handouts that accompany the slides.
(slide 32) More, Less, or the Same?
This is the tenth of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
(slide 33) Wrist to Elbow
This is the eleventh of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
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(slide 34) Decimeter Estimate
This is the last of the 12 activities in the “Measurement Menus.”
Again, after the participant reads this slide and explains the activity, have them ask about the
group’s experiences with this or similar activities.
(slide 35) Closure: Measurement Menus
Table groups share the measurement station they explored. After all have shared, ask which
station or stations might provide an opportunity to collect class data?
What benchmarks did you discover?
Revisit handouts in the measurement module if participants want to comment further.
(slide 36) Metric Challenge
Refer participants to the handout for “Metric Challenge.” There are three handouts for a “metric
Olmpics.”
This activity provides an opportunity for students to estimate and measure with metric units.
This activity may be completed over a period of time. Because this activity requires stations, this
might be a project to plan with the physical education instructor.
(slide 37) Estimation in Measurement
Ask participants to reflect on their estimation experiences in the centers they explored as well as
those in real life situations. Have then talk at their tables about, ”What is the role of measurement
benchmarks in estimation? What strategies do you use when estimating?”
Ask participants to share their thoughts about estimation in measurement. Measurement requires
estimation, making comparisons, mental math and number sense.
Estimation in measurement helps students focus on the attribute being measured and develops
familiarity with the units. Strategies for estimation may need to be taught to your students.
Recommended strategies are listed below.
Estimation Strategies:
1. Use of benchmarks: Students may need to be shown how to use their benchmark to estimate.
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You may also want to consider using multiple units instead of single units for benchmarks.
Example: benchmarks for 6 inches, 10 centimeters, etc.
Chunking: Use a chunking procedure when appropriate. It may be easier to estimate shorter
chunks for the length of the wall than to estimate the entire wall length.
Subdivisions: Subdivide the length of the wall to be measured into equal parts. Example:
divide it in half, then into fourths, and into eighths, and so on to get more manageable lengths
to estimate. Students need to be taught how to do this. Subdividing is similar to chunking but
the chunks are now imposed on the object rather than being part of the object naturally.
Iterate Units: Iterate a unit mentally or physically. It is helpful to use body measures for
linear measurement situations. For example, if you know your hand is about six inches long,
determine the number of hand lengths an object is and then multiple by six to get an estimate.
Use Ranges for Estimates: Allow students to use ranges for estimates that they believe
include the actual measurement.

Students need to be taught estimation strategies and will need many opportunities to practice
using the strategies.
(slide 38) Estimating Measurements
A student must recognize the attribute to be measured and understand the process of
measurement to give a meaningful estimate. Estimating can be fun and can encourage a
competitive spirit, getting students to want to be better at estimating.
When referents (benchmarks) are provided, students come to see their importance in determining
a better estimate. For example, if students are shown three pencil lengths across a table, then they
can use that to help them in estimating the total length in pencils. When estimating, students
must have a visual image of the unit before they can make a reasonable estimate
The estimate a student makes provides information about number sense as well as measurement
sense. Many estimation and counting opportunities help students refine number sense.
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(slide 39) Standard Versus Non-Standard
A benchmark is something familiar that is about the same size as a particular unit of
measurement. We can use benchmarks to estimate the size of something when a measuring tool
is not available. Using benchmarks help us understand and remember the size of a measurement.
For most real measurement tasks, communication of the results is an integral part of what we
need to do, which is why we more often measure using standard units.
(slide 40) Geometric Measurement
The development of part-whole relationships is essential for students to be able to decompose
(partition) and recompose space. When students recognize part-whole relations they can see the
whole of an object, the quantity, or the space as well as its component parts. For students to
coordinate the shapes with the whole can be complex.
(slide 41) What is Area?
Read the points on the slide.
In third grade, we will be using square units. Square units are often seen in multiplication arrays,
an area model used to represent products of multiplication combinations.
Students might count all squares individually or by rows or by columns. Some students may
multiply the 6 x 6 to get 36. Suggest to participants, that students should justify their answers by
explaining that 36 is the number of square units. (Many students see 36 as a result of
multiplication and do not connect 36 to the square units that cover the surface of the rectangle).
(slide 42) Concepts - Area Measurement
Ask participants to read the points on the slide.
What does partitioning two-dimensional objects look like?
What does iteration look like when measuring a 2 dimensional unit?
What does conservation look like for a two dimensional unit?
When first introduced to arrays, many students have difficulty structuring an array. What makes
this difficult for students?
For partitioning, students might look at the unit and estimate how many of the units would fit in
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the space being measured. Unit iteration involves covering the entire area with no gaps or
overlaps. When structuring an array, students get rows and columns mixed up. They often double
count corner squares. Research stresses that the result of iterating area units should signify an
array structure for students. (Outhred and Mitchelmore (2000)
(slide 43) Organizing by Units
Show the rectangle with 4 squares across the top.
Click to next slide. (Tell participants to remove the tiles if using an overhead or a document
camera.)

(slide 44) Organizing by Units
Show the same rectangle with 5 tiles down the middle.
Click to the next slide. (Tell participants to remove the tiles if using an overhead projector or a
document camera.)
(slide 45) Organizing by Units
Ask, “What might be a sequence of experiences to present to students to build understanding of
area?”
First, provide students with many experiences using square tiles.
Push students to predict the number of square tiles needed to cover a rectangle.
Then ask students to draw how they think squares will cover the rectangle.
Check their prediction.
Say, “The slide shows an example of a task that would push students to think about finding the
area of a square. With many experiences, students will see relationships between the lengths of
the rectangle and the area of rectangle.”
Students need many experiences with square tiles before drawing squares on the rectangles.
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(slide 46) Rectangle Comparison
Use the rectangles in the handouts. Ask participants to explain their conclusions about the sizes
of the rectangles and describe their strategies.
How might this activity support the idea of Length times Width when determining area of
rectangles?
(slide 47) Measurement of Area
Ask participants, “How might students count the square units in the highlighted square?”
 Spatial structuring requires that children progress from simply covering a region of space to
seeing the underlying array structure of rows and columns that coordinate the two
dimensions.
 Seeing the array structure requires the recognition of equivalent groups. The equal groups
are the composite units that can be used to structure a given space.
 To measure area, students must see each row or column as a composite unit and at the same
time, students must iterate and coordinate the rows and columns to form the two dimensional space as a whole (Battista, 1991 and Wheatley, 1996) This is complex for
students.
(slide 48) Structuring by Units
 Student’s mental models incorporate row-by-column or layer structuring so that students can
accurately reflect on and count using arrays without having to depend on physical models or
materials.
 The process of organizing by composite units requires students to combine an array’s basic
units into more complicated, composite units that can be repeated or iterated to generate the
whole array. A student might mentally unite the squares in a row to form a composite unit
that can be iterated in the direction of a column to generate the array.
(slide 49) Area - Products of Lengths
In the case of a rectangle measuring 5 inches by 8 inches, students must first mentally recognize
the array of 5 rows and 8 columns that form the space. Students must also recognize that the
area is covered by one inch square units. Students must recognize the relationship between an
area unit and the linear dimensions of that unit.
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The goal of activities of covering space is to understand the meaning of area measurement. (Van
de Walle) Counting squares does not product a product, however, students begin to “see” that the
result is the same as using the array model.
(slide 50) Array Model for Multiplication
Ask participants to look at the first and second rectangle. How are they related? Explain the
green square in the second rectangle. Explain why the corner square with the x is difficult for
students?
How do we label the area of each rectangle? Why? To find area, we are finding the number of
square units used. The first and second model would be labeled 50 square inches if using square
inch tiles or grids. When using one inch tiles, the label for the last rectangle would be 49 square
inches.
Ask, “When would we use larger square units?” (floor, carpet, wallpaper, tiles, parking lots,
floor space of a house, etc.) If your classroom has square tiles on the floor, have students figure
out the area measure. Many schools have square foot tiles on floor and ceilings.
For smaller areas, we might use centimeter squares. If we measured the same area with
centimeter units, would we need more or fewer units to cover the space? (Further, this is an
example of the compensatory principle.)
(slide 51) What Is Meant By a 3 x 5?
Give participants several 3 x 5 index card. 4 x 4 Post-it notes, 5 x 7 index card. Which card or
post-it note will have the largest area? How do you know? What is meant by 3 x 5? (The
dimensions of the sides or length are 3 inches and 5 inches. Students might see 5 tiles fit across
the top and 3 tiles fit down the other length of the card. How many squares units fit across the
longest side of the cards?
Ask what they know about 3 x 5? How does this relate to the number of square units? Justify
why this works. (relate back to the array model for multiplication and the intersection of
columns and rows)
What difficulties might students have with this activity? (Students often count by rows and
columns and double count corners, Help students see that the square units are created by the
intersection of rows and columns. Have students draw square units on one of the index cards.
They might put dots or Xs on each intersection.
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(slide 52) Composite Rectangles
Decomposing and recomposing space is critical to the measurement process. When students
measure a classroom, they see the whole space but attempt to make sense of the classroom but
then attempt to make sense by breaking the classroom into parts. The geometric shapes they see
are parts of the whole. When students are able to compose and decompose space in an organized
way, they are able to find the number of units that fill the measured space or area.
If time allows, have participants begin working some of the examples found in the handout for
“Finding Area with Tetraminoes.” In table groups ask them to discuss how third graders might
determine the area of these composite rectangles and what strategies they would want students to
use to find the area
(slide 53) Finding Area
Ask participants to read points on the slide. The goal for students is to see the area of a rectangle
by visualizing it as an array of squares, an arrangement of equal rows and equal columns that
make a composite unit.
When finding area, students must learn to consider more than one dimension at a time. This
leads to understanding why multiplying linear dimensions of a rectangle gives us the counts of
units of area. (Possible rectangles are 1 x 24; 2 x 12; 3 x 8; 4 x 6 )
(slide 54) Composite Rectangles
Ask participants for different ways to find the area of the rectangles.

(slide 55) Measuring Area
Measuring area is an important concept for establishing concepts of arrays. The array model is a
significant representation for multiplication and division.
A challenge when measuring area is that children try to measure with units like lima beans
because they might fit better on a rounded area. Children tend to treat the boundary as absolute
as they haven’t had experiences without overlaps. Provide opportunities for students to measure
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the area of their hands with beans, beads, etc. This allows them to understand why square units
allow for no overlaps or gaps.
(slide 56) Connections Through Literature
This book addresses the idea that all shapes do not cover the measured space with no gap or
overlaps.
Summary of the story:
The book tells the story of a tailor who is asked to make three cloaks for the Archduke and
dresses for his wife. He requested the help of his three sons to assist him by designing and
sewing the three cloaks. The youngest son has trouble because he tries to make his cloak out of
circular pieces of material. His coat is beautiful in color, but the cloak is useless as it is full of
gaps and open spaces.
Millions to Measure http://www2.scholastic.com/browse/article.jsp?id=2952
(link to questions to ask students, after reading the book)
Marvelosissimo, the Mathematical Magician, will take students on a journey to explore the
invention of length, weight, and volume measurements. How tall is Moonbeam, the unicorn?
How long are the whiskers of Jello, the cat? Midway through the journey, students are
introduced to the world of Metrics.
(slide 57) Essential Standards
Talk with a partner about measurement standards.
Were there standards not addressed by the activities and ideas discussed today?
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(slide 58) Measurement
In closing, read points on the slide.

(slides 59-62) Credits and closing slides

Module 6
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